Naracoorte South
Primary School
Principal’s Report
Wow! I have blinked and the first half of the year is almost over.
Looking back at the last semester we have all achieved so much.
It has been yet another unique time for teaching and learning.
As a school we have worked through using online platforms to support
distance learning, many COVID- 19 interruptions and ongoing changes to
health requirements. Right now is the perfect opportunity to take in all the
moments we are grateful for and take some time to look at what we
have achieved as a school. We can practise this by
expressing gratitude and noticing the positives
that exist around us. Our behaviours, attitudes and
actions have demonstrated just how resilient, determined and
positive everyone is here at Naracoorte South and we should be
truly proud of this.

Mid- Year Reports
After a productive and jam-packed first semester, it’s that time of year
when we celebrate all the learning our students’ have been involved in and
the great improvements that have been achieved in our school. Our teachers
spend a great deal of time reflecting and writing about each child’s learning,
progress and future goals. When you receive the reports tomorrow, please
take the time to go through them carefully with your child, supporting
important reflections and goals about their learning journey. Use this
wonderful opportunity to celebrate their growth and set new goals with
them for the remainder of the year.

NAIDOC Week
This week we join Australia in celebrating National NAIDOC week. NAIDOC
week is held in the first week of July each year, to celebrate and recognise
the history, culture and achievements of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples. Thank you to Mrs Brighton and CC, for creating a
wonderful NAIDOC exhibition in our library for classes to visit this week.
NAIDOC Week is an opportunity for our students’ to learn about First Nations
cultures and histories and participate in celebrations of the oldest, continuous
living cultures on earth.

Staffing News
I would like to advise our families that Sile Legoe will be taking long
service leave in Term 3, while she visits her family in Ireland. In
Mrs Legoe’s absence we have two teachers who will be
working in Room 14, Year 4/5 class. Kylie Caithness
(Mrs K) will be teaching on Monday, Tuesday
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF COUNTRY
We pay respects to the traditional
custodians the Meintangk/Moandik
peoples of the Boandik Nation. We also
acknowledge other First Nations people.
To Elders both past, present and
emerging for their continuing
connection to the land, animals and our
community. We remember this land is,
was and always will be traditional
Aboriginal land.

and Wednesday and Ashleigh Anderson (Miss A) will be teaching on
Thursday and Friday. Miss A is currently working part time in Room 5 and
is familiar to our students’. Mrs K, has just finished her final university
placement at our school and we are excited to have her join our team.
Both teachers are very passionate, enthusiastic and excited to work with
Room 14. We wish Mrs Legoe and her family all the best for their trip and
safe travels!

Lion’s Mad Minute
I would like to congratulate Jorja
Walker, Piper Southern and Chelsea
Secker, who represented our school at
the Lion’s Mad Minute at Lucindale last
Wednesday. The girls were very excited
to bring home the Upper Limestone
Coast Division 1 Grand Challenge School
Trophy. Each participant had to talk on
the spot for one minute in front of an
audience with a random topic, given
just before they had to take the stage.
The girls’ topics were ‘Fish are the best
pets’, ‘Surfing is the best sport’ and
‘Doctors are better than dentists’.
A fantastic effort by all! Also a big
thankyou to Roslyn Maggi who drove
them there so they could participate!

Michael Minas
Our staff are buzzing after spending last week with mathematics expert
Michael Minas. Our student free day was a huge success, teachers and
SSO’s were actively engaged in Michael’s workshop and left feeling excited
to teach Maths. The workshop looked at the best way for students to
learn by examining the four proficiencies (understanding, fluency,
reasoning and problem solving). Teachers explored each of the
proficiencies through engaging tasks that they can then implement in
their classroom. Michael then spent Tuesday and Wednesday in our
classes, modelling lessons for our teachers and SSO’s to observe. Nothing
helps to bring about improvement like teachers being able to observe
high quality instructional practices being implemented with their own
students. Our parent workshop was also a huge success, thank you to
everyone who took the time to come along and learn about how we
can best support our students’ to thrive as young mathematicians. We
are very excited for our next chapter in improving Mathematics across
our school.
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Writer of the Week and Tea with
the Principal
Congratulations to our winners this
week – Roman Nicholas-Herron in Year
5, for writing ‘Maxibons’. Here is a
snippet of his great writing:

And also congratulations to Indy Crick in Year 4, for writing a fantastic
persuasive piece about why dogs are better than cats.

To celebrate our wonderful authors at NSPS, I invited all of the ‘Writers of
the week’ recipients from this term to morning tea with me in the library.
We shared our stories and spoke about new, creative ideas for our next
pieces of writing.

Awards Assembly
A big congratulations to all of our True Blue award recipients this Term Chelsea Secker, Brooklyn Bryant, Leo Corcoran, Braxton Jaensch, Oliver
Garrigan, Oliver Elsworthy, Ella Harris, Jayla Garrigan, Levi Westcott & Lyna
Saing. It was so lovely to be able to host this assembly and welcome back
our families to celebrate the wonderful achievements in our school. A True
Blue recipient is selected each term by their teacher for consistently
displaying our school values of Pride, Opportunity, Respect and Resilient.
Well done to all of these students’, you should be very proud!

Bus Safety Presentation
Last week our R-2 students were involved in a bus safety presentation by
Bus Safe SA – the presenters were bus drivers and professionals with years
of experience in the bus industry. The session began indoors, where the
presenters showed engaging, interactive videos that raised discussions, key
messages and actions around bus safety. This included boarding and leaving a bus, expectations while on a bus, and respectful behaviour towards
bus drivers and others. Students’ then went outside to inspect a school bus
and talk about all the safety features of a bus. This was a wonderful opportunity for our students’ to learn all about how to stay safe and why
their actions on a bus are important.

Working Bee
A huge thank you to our families and staff who attended our working bee
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on Sunday. We had a great turn out,
which truly shows the supportive school
community we have. It was so lovely to see
how proud everyone was of our school and
to see everyone working together to
ensure our grounds and facilities are
adequately maintained and looking
spectacular for our children.

SAPSASA Success
Congratulations to Pippa Harvie for being
selected to represent the Upper South East
in the state netball carnival in Adelaide last
week. Pippa’s team finished equal third
for the carnival, a fantastic effort and
experience – well done Pippa!
Jack Hutchesson & Bree Ellis participated in
USE hockey SAPSASA last week having a
successful carnival. A special congratulations to Bree Ellis who has been selected to
represent SA in the 12 & under state
hockey team at the School Sport Australia
Championships in Canberra.
A fantastic effort!
Congratulations also goes to Hamid Karimi
who has been selected to represent the
Upper South East SAPSASA District at the
School Sport SA Soccer State Carnival in
week 4 next term.
Enjoy your holiday break with your families
and friends.
See you all in Term 3!

Jess

Deputy News
Well we have almost made it to the end of term  I can’t believe we are
half way through this year already. We have managed to squeeze lots into
the first 2 terms and next Semester will be no different. Lucky we like to be
busy and engaged in lots of different activities!

Intention Assembly
At our last KIC exec meeting we looked at the different issues that have
been brought to our R-6 meetings. We noticed that there were still some
issues arising with games being played fairly at breaktimes. The KIC exec
made the decision to continue to focus on the same intention for another
fortnight “Be Safe Play Safe”. I feel this was an important learning point for
them – if you haven’t learned something yet, it is best to go back and consolidate that knowledge before we move on. If we move through our life
trying to always get to the next step quickly, sometimes we miss the opportunity to really understand the concept. This is something we have
been focussing on in our maths improvement journey too. When we set
these intentions we are trying to teach the students strategies for life – if
they are not showing that they understand, we need to develop their understanding, not just move on.
So for Week 10 and Week 1 Term 3, we continue to focus on these points:
 To “Be safe play safe!” students will need to:
 Follow all of the rules to the game or sport they are playing
 Respect all players and equipment
 If they have any troubles try talking to the people involved and ask
them to stop
 If they don’t stop then ask a teacher for help

Michael Minas
It was wonderful to see a group of our parents coming
along to Michael’s parent workshop last week. He is a
very engaging speaker and I am confident everyone left
with some key takeaway points to focus on at home. If you were unable to
make it, here are some of the main points Michael raised:
Mindset – Be careful about what message you are sending to your children
about Maths, as this can influence their own mindset. Try and avoid
phrases like “I hated maths at school” “It was too hard – I didn’t understand it”. Focus on helping your child to develop a love of maths 
Games – This is potentially the best way to engage your children in maths
and develop their numeracy skills. Michael’s website “Love Maths” has
an amazing section with fun maths games. They even have little videos
showing you how to play them! I am going to be sharing some on SeeSaw each week so look out for them! www.lovemaths.me/games
Reasoning – maths has changed a lot over the years. How often have you
thought “that is not how I learned it at school!” If your child comes
home with a new method you are unsure of, ask them to explain to
you how they did it. The ability to explain their reasoning is a vital
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maths skill and it helps them to
strengthen their understanding. Don’t
be scared to reach out to your child’s
teacher if you need some help understanding new methods!
Opportunities – Find everyday examples of
using maths with your children. Let
them pay for shopping (bonus points
for cash!), play shops or cook together!
I will also be putting some tips on SeeSaw for other things you can do to
make maths fun at home 
I hope that you have a wonderful holiday.
Hopefully you will get some time to spend
together as a family. I know the Shepherd
girls are looking forward to doing lots of
cooking, nature walks and bonfires Have
a lovely 2 weeks and I will see you all next
term!

 Kym
Casual Clothes Day
The KIC executives of NSPS have decided
to have a casual clothes day on the last
day of term 2. Your child will be able to
wear anything school appropriate. This is
at no cost to you.
If your child chooses to wear casual
clothes they will need to be suitable for
all lessons.
We hope as many children as possible
wear their casual clothes and have fun.
Kind regards,
Vea, Max, Sid and Pippa
The KIC Executives
Vea, Max, Sid & Pippa

LAP News

Counsellor Chat

I am pleased to announce that our LAP Programme will be back on deck from the beginning of Term 3. To date we
have 6 kind volunteers and 9 lucky students who have all met each other and who are now looking forward to
spending time working together. Don’t forget: it’s not too late to join our happy group! Please contact me at the
School and I will be happy to give you more information about what is involved.

Rub-a-dub Dub performances
Last week the Drama Club performed “Rub-a-dub Dub” to packed audiences. The phrase, “It’ll be alright on the
night”, rang true with our 15 talented actors remembering their lines and dance moves, and giving a great deal of
entertainment to those who attended.
Congratulations to our “lucky seat” winners Yvonne Hogarth and Ginnie Harvie, who were each presented with a
meat tray from Beef the Butcher! Thanks to Sid Ebert for recording the show on the second night. Copies will be
available next term for anyone who is interested.
We thank everyone who came along and supported us last week. With the monies raised we will be purchasing
some new microphones and lights, ready for our next production!

End of Term
I think we are all ready for a break! Some may be travelling, others may be looking forward to some quality time at
home or just some less hectic mornings. I hope we can all take some time to take a breath and reflect on our busy
term. Well done, everyone! Stay safe.

Cathie Biggins

Indigenous Studies Excursion
Last Wednesday on the 29th of June, Room 16 went to the
Naracoorte Homestead to experience the old buildings
and Indigenous heritage in Naracoorte. We went with Mr.
J, CC and Mrs. Brighton.
First of all, we went into the front yard to look at the huge
scar trees. One was 450 years old, and the other was over
500! A scar tree is a tree that has had part carved out by
Aboriginal people to create a canoe, a bowl or something
else useful. Natasha, the lady who lived there and looked
after the gardens, showed us around the buildings. Amazingly, they were all over 150 years old, and built by some
of the first settlers in Naracoorte. It was an amazing and
educational experience, and we all really enjoyed it.
After recess, we went on the bus to the Naracoorte Town
Hall to watch a series of short films made by Aboriginal
people. These were about caring for the bushland and the
sea and were short, entertaining films.
Write up by Kelcey Dolphin
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Wellbeing Leader

Boandik Seasons
Did you know that our region has 6 seasons?
The Boandik people of our area can identify 6 different
seasons by the types of plants that grow, the migration
and the behaviours of the animals and by other indicators in our environment. Many of our NSPS students
have been learning about the Boandik seasons, and the
EAGS team will soon begin construction on a 6 seasons
garden for our propagation area.
On Wednesday,
24th June, Dougy Nicholls from Kingston talked to NSPS
students about recognising the seasons and performed a smoking ceremony to
commemorate the beginning of planting. Students walked through the smoke
to the sounds of the didgeredoo and learnt the significance of the ceremony.
Some of the students from rooms 5 and 14 performed the dance of the
Kunnawarra (black swan) to the music of Aboriginal artist Harry Wilson.
The dance taught the movements of the Kunnawarra such as how it protects
itself, when they fly and their behaviours during the different seasons.

Cybersafety
With our holidays upon us there will be more time for our children to be online. It is then timely to remind them of
the importance of being safe when using technology:
 Never share your password or personal details with others.
 Only “chat” with people you actually know.
 Be kind online.
 Make sure you stay on the site you are allowed to be on.
 Tell an adult if you see anything which seems wrong, inappropriate or if you are worried.
An excellent site for learning more about protecting your child from potential dangers of using the internet may be
found at https://www.esafety.gov.au/parents.

Cathie Biggins
Wellbeing Leader
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In week 10, students in Grade 5 and 6 participated in ‘Way 2 Go Bike Ed.’
This is a 5 day program run by experienced instructors from Adelaide.
The program teaches students how to ride a bike safely on the road, as
well as how to make sure your bike and helmet are safe for use.
Students learned how to control their bike and navigate a course on
school grounds, before going on the roads around town with their
instructors to practice their skills in real situations.
Sam Baker
Bike Ed
Co-ordinator

PCW
Robert the Bruce and the Spider: Scottish Legends and Folklore
Every country has it legends, one of the famous legends from the country I was born (Scotland), is the story of
Robert the Bruce and the Spider.
Robert the Bruce fought for Scotland’s independence, he was crowned King of Scotland in 1306.
“Things weren’t always so sunny for King Robert, and that’s where the spider comes into the story. After the
English repeatedly defeated his armies, the famed King of Scots was forced into hiding. Legend has it that when
Robert’s spirits were broken, he took refuge in a cave. Sitting in the cave, he noticed a small spider attempting to
weave a web.
The spider tried and failed over and over. Each time the spider fell, it climbed back up to try again. Finally, the
spider’s silk took hold, and the spider managed to spin a web.
Robert the Bruce saw himself reflected in the spider’s struggle. After watching the spider finally succeed, Robert
found the inspiration to return and fight the English despite overwhelming odds. He was victorious against the
King of England in the Battle of Bannockburn in 1314. This triumph ultimately turned the tides towards later
winning the independence of Scotland in 1328” (By Alison Ensign August 24, 2019).
I often tell this story to students who struggle with persistence, they often see a problem and say “I can’t do it”.
My response is that “you can’t do it YET”.
John Stayte
Pastoral Care Worker
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Lion’s Mad Minute
We arrived at the Lucindale Hall where the Lion’s Mad Minute was going to be held. We were all very nervous, but knew
we had to do it for the school. They called out the first school. It wasn’t us! After a few schools our school was called.
Nerves rushed through our bodies. Legs were shaking. Competing against 18 schools was very nerve racking. Piper went
first with her topic of “Surfing is the best sport”. Jorja was up next and she picked a super challenge. Her topic was
“Doctors are better than dentists”. She talked about how doctors can help you in a life or death situation. Next was
Chelsea with her super challenge “Fish are the best pets". Chelsea was terrified, but kept thinking “One minute, just
one minute!” and then it was over.
Then we had to listen to the other kids speeches. Some were pretty good. We felt awful because we didn't think we did
very well, but when they called out the awards .. We Won! We actually won! We knew we had done our school proud.
Best moment Ever.
Chelsea, Piper and Jorja

Hockey

SAPSASA

Who: Jack goalie in boys, Clarry (coach) and Bree goalie in girls
Where: Adelaide Grange Hockey Club
Highlight: Beach House, Watermark for dinner, running out
and scaring Clarry then running back to the goals multiple
times.
What you enjoyed about the week: Missing school to have a
great few days of hockey!
Results:
On Day 1 we lost 1 and won 1
On Day 2 we won 2 and drew 1
On Day 3 we won all 3 games to finish
the week off well and we came 2nd
overall,
winning a silver medal.
Sapsasa hockey was a blast! In the girls
Under 12’s hockey carnival at Adelaide Grange Hockey club’s
fields. We missed school to have a great few days of hockey!
For Team bonding time on day 1 after some great games we
went to the Beach House to play and after to Watermark for
dinner.
With our amazing coach, Clarry Martin and Garfield Plushie
(that one of the girls won at the Watermark’s arcade, when
having dinner there,) we ended the great 3 days with smiley
faces and a silver medal.
Bree Ellis & hack Hutchesson
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Netball
At SAPSASA netball in Adelaide
early this term my team was in
division 4 and I had lots of my
friends in my team and I made
lots of new friends as well. My
coach was Jordan and our team
manager was Caz Pfitzner. We
played at the Thunderbirds
stadium in Adelaide. We were in Adelaide for 3 days
and we played 3 games of netball every day. On the
first night we went to the Beach House and then
went out for dinner at the Surf Club at the Beach
House. On the second night we went to the beach
and did a recovery session I didn’t go in the water
because it was very cold so I played in the sand
instead. We play 9 games overall and we won 7
of them we came second overall. But there were
two teams that won 1st place so technically we
came third.

Happy Birthday to …
Zavannah Williams who was 7 & Chyanne,
Cubero-Hobbs who was 8 on 24th June
Levi Westcott who was 6 & Sinead Legoe who
was 11 on 27th June
Max Lush & Vea Peciller who were 12 on 28th
June
Palace Gnys & Cameron Herrod who were 8 on
1st July
Jett Mark who was 8 on 2nd July
Patrick Chambers who was 10 on 4th July

NAIDOC Week
For NAIDOC week, our school library is hosting an art exhibition showcasing work
by our students who have been learning about Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island
culture. Art work within the exhibition includes: bark painting; painting with natural
materials; string-art creations; Dreaming and constellations; digital art through the
use of symbols; collaborative art from an Aboriginal Dreaming, and NAIDOC week
themed Australian native animals.
The art exhibition is open to students and families to visit throughout the day,
and view the art work, watch the digital presentation, read books by Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander authors, see Aboriginal art work and view traditional
artefacts.
Chelsea Brighton
AET
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RAINBOW DAY
On the 17th of June, NSPS participated in a rainbow dress up day. This
day was a whole bunch of excitement fun, whilst also being a great
help towards raising money for the Women’s and Children’s Hospital
in Adelaide. Rainbow Day involved each class being provided with a
unique colour to dress up in for the day, which made for an impressive
whole school rainbow photo. Additionally, the YMHA ran a loom band
creation station at recess, where students were able to go and learn
how to make loom bands – how fun!
This was such a fun and joyful way to spend a sunny Friday at
school, so thank you to Mrs Biggins and all members of the YMHA
for organising the day for all to enjoy.
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Room 16 Visual Arts
This term students in Room 16 focused on the 7 elements of art – shape,
space, texture, line, colour, tone and form. Students did a texture walk
around school and identified the textures that we see every day. They
created colour wheel eyes that looked at identifying primary, secondary
and tertiary colours and how to blend paint.
However, the activity that students found the most difficult was when looking at line. The Year 5/6’s took inspiration from Indian and Indonesian mandala art. Mandala art looks at repeating patterns and lines to create shapes
and use the negative space around the lines. Students created their patterns
using lead pencil and then using the light from windows mirrored the image
to tesselate their drawings into all four corners of the page. After outlining
with permanent texta, they came up with some vibrant, colourful and very
beautiful results and used shapes like arches, circles, diamonds, and squares.
Some chose their favourite colours, while others chose a selection of warm
or cool colours. The process took a few weeks, with students struggling to
think of colour combinations and lining up their reflections to make them
symmetrical. Plus, the cloudy days didn’t help! I hope you enjoy room 16’s
colourful art, which will be on display in the
foyer from week 10.

Buddy Bench
Week 1
Monday
Angus & Noa S-B
Wednesday Makenzie H & Aria
Friday
Spencer S & Basty
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Crossing Roster
Week 2
Axel & Laurence
Austin & Jock
Brax & Chevy

Week 1
Alexis Brown
Vea Peciller
Bree Ellis

Week 2
Jacinta Williams
Ziva Carter Pevitt
Nayab Jafari

Room 8 Investigations
In investigations -






We can show how we feel
We make cool faces
We make funny faces

It is hard to stand up the dominoes without them
falling over

 We enjoy learning the symbols
 We can make stories using symbols
 These are really fun and can do difficult things (beebots)
 These are fun. Good for coding (beebots)
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Community News
LADIES NIGHT- WOMEN'S WELLNESS
Friday 7 pm, 8 July, Naracoorte Football Club Come along and help Jill,
Ang, Cathy and Linda from CAR 888-Raise funds for children in need
through the SA Variety Bash GUEST SPEAKERS: Mandy Curnow—
Mandy Curnow Coaching Personal and Professional Coach, to help you
move fast towards what you want both in business and in life. Kate Harvey—Naracoorte Travel n Cruise —”Ladies Touring” Local Travel Guru
who has a wealth of knowledge of the travel industry. Natasha Dawson—
Barefoot & Nourished—Nature walks for Wellbeing Chief Adventure
Chick for Barefoot & Nourished. Mother, hiker, earth educator, happy
wonderer, barefoot and whole-food advocate and business woman.
Briony Harris—Naracoorte General Practice Local Doctor speaking
generally of women’s health Entry $20 Enquiries & Tickets please
contact Jill Williams 0427 817792, Cathy Lawrie 0428 106333,
Linda Andersen 0427 230370

Comic Book Workshop
Thursday 21st July |2-5pm | Naracoorte Library Comic Book Workshop
with George Rex Comics This workshop will guide you through the
process of designing a character, teach you the ‘language’ of comics and
help you create your very own short comic book story. Bookings: RSVP
to jessie.lumb@nlc.sa.gov.au Where: Naracoorte Library and Town Hall
When: Thursday 21st July Time: 2-5pm Cost; Free

Roster
Tuesday 26th July
Thursday 28th July
Friday 29th July

*
A norcock
M Obst

Tuesday 2nd Aug
Thursday 4th Aug
Friday 5th Aug

*
A Mott
M McDonald

Ginny Harvie
Canteen Manager

CFS is Recruting Volunteers
Are you interested in helping protect your community? Do you want to be part of a dedicated
team?
Volunteers each contribute to the CFS and their
local community in their own way. There are
many roles that a volunteer can participate in,
regardless of age, gender or ability.
CFS are looking for volunteers to fill a number of
vacancies in your local community. Opportunities
exist in Frances, Cadgee, Kybybolite, Naracoorte
and more.
If you are interested in finding out more on how
you can be part of something great, please contact
Damon Whitwell on 0467 791 127.

MATHOONCOURT P/L
Matho’s Basketball
4/5 to 7 year olds basketball training/games
Starts Wednesday 27th July
Runs for all of term 3
Cost $5.00 per night per player
From 4.15pm to 5.15pm
At the Naracoorte Basketball Stadium
All welcome
Just a lot of fun and learning along the way.
Please email mathooncourt@bigpond.com Ph. 0417-855-247 or turn
up on the night and see Helen Garrigan at the desk.
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Term 3, 2022
Mon
25/7 Wk 1

Tue
26/7

Wed
27/7

Thu
28/7

Fri
29/7

10.00am Bounce & Bop

1/8 Wk 2

2/8

Intention Assembly

SAPSASA Basketball

8/8 Wk 3

9/8

3/8

16/8

Intention Assembly
7pm Governing Council
Science Week

22/8 Wk 5

10/8

11/8

12/8

9am Yr 3-6 Assembly
10.00am Bounce & Bop
ICAS IT & Writing

9.15am JP Assembly

18/8

19/8

Newsletter
10.00am Bounce & Bop
ICAS English

Day for Daniel

25/8

26/8

10.00am Bounce & Bop
ICAS Science & Spelling

SAPSASA Golf
Book week parade &
breakfast

31/8

1/9

2/9

Book Fair

9am Yr 3-6 Assembly
Newsletter
10.00am Bounce & Bop
ICAS Maths

9.15am JP Assembly

7/9

8/9

9/9

17/8
SAPSASA Soccer

23/8

24/8

Book Week “Dreaming with
eyes open”

29/8 Wk 6

30/8

Intention Assembly

5/9 Wk 7

6/9

5/8

Newsletter
10.00am Bounce & Bop
12noon Open Day

7pm Oven Evening

15/8 Wk 4

4/8

10.00am Bounce & Bop

12/9 Wk 8

13/9

14/9

15/9

16/9

Newsletter
10.00am Bounce & Bop

Walkathon?

21/9

22/9

Walkathon?

School Photos
10.00am Bounce & Bop

23/9
Student Free Day

28/9

29/9

30/9

9am Yr 3-6 Assembly
Newsletter
10.00am Bounce & Bop

9.15am JP Assembly
Sports Colour Day
End of Term 3
2.15pm Dismissal

Intention Assembly
7pm Governing Council

19/9 Wk 9

20/9

SAPSASA Athletics

26/9 Wk 10
Intention Assembly
9.15am Awards Assembly
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